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cons: i received 4 240gb drives to act as my backup and then 4
240gb drives to create the volume. had to buy 6 power supplies, 4
being green, 2 being black. some of the cables were a bit long so
it would not fit in my server room. i did not care for the colorful
cables so i just changed it out to an all black set (the original

cables i received had in fact been black, but had been exposed to
bright lights at the store). bottom line: this thing is just great. i do
like the fact that i can change the name and hide the drives from
windows completely. it is nice to have the extra space for my files

and be able to back up. i went back in an forth between myraid
and this card a couple times trying to find an easy way to create

my volumes without feeling like i had to be constantly reinstalling
windows xp so i am glad to have found this card. it does require a

lot of work, but it is worth the effort. i have not had a problem
with the raid 5 array, even with all the spinning of the disks. prime

time + iunlock are really a great combo! i didn't expect to get
anything for free though, i thought the cost of the combo was too

high so when i first started i was just going to try to get the
cheapest compatible card out there. then i read about prime time
i got all excited, but it seems they're like ccids in that you have to
pay for the ccid, i honestly had no idea that was possible (and it

turns out it is in fact possible). so i was pleasantly surprised to find
out that the prime time i had was actually the one's that are

unlocked! so i got everything working, and i was able to install
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windows 7 64-bit with my card!
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what we are looking for on this site is not what you "should" be
doing, but what you "can" be doing. all of us here can improve our

gaming experience with a piece of software or change our
interface a little. so what are you waiting for?! our reviews are

based on gaming tests which are performed on both the ps2 and
psp using the ps2 and psp emulators. all of the testing involves
testing under the same conditions including resolution, frame

rate, and pc performance. fastclock is limited in execution speed
and cycle accurate emulation can only be achieved if the device is
operating at a higher clock rate than the emulation software. for

example, a 700mhz power on reset ppc405dx begins emulation at
700mhz. there is no way for the emulator to increase the clock

rate. for best results, set 'emulated_frequency_multiplier' to 100
in sys/rc.c, or run at the maximum clock rate possible. power4,

dec / powerpc, arm (r) is a family of general purpose
microprocessors developed by digital equipment corporation. it is
intended for embedded applications such as routers, networking,
telecom, servers, scientific workstations, and hand-held devices.

power 4 processors include the power4+ and power4- processors,
which were first introduced by digital in the mid-1990s. power 4+

is digital's first cpu based on a newly developed architecture
called power architecture 8 (pa-8), while power 4- is based on

pa-7. the power4- class processors are a subset of the power4+
family. the available selection also includes the power4+,

power4+, and power4- single-chip processors, used in pocketpc
and network appliances. 5ec8ef588b
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